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УДК 539.171.II M-I6

A b s t r a c t

The four-body integral equations are written in

of the scattering amplitudes for the Hilbert-Schmidt re-

sonances .corresponding to the 2*1 and 2x2 subsystems. As

a result, the four-body problem is reduced to the many

channel two-body problem. A simple diagram technique ie

introduced, which is the generalization of the usual time-

ordered nonrelativistic one. The connection between the

amplitudes of the two-body reactions and the scattering

amplitudes for the resonances is obtained.

i Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физики



1. Introduction.

Ihe idea that the three-body problem might be consi-

dered as the resonance-nucleon ' scattering, has been widely

used for the most three-nucleon studies based on the intro-

duction of the separable NB interactions ' and in the

area of dynamical calculations of the simplest relativis-

tic system such as 3jj" , KKJT , J Щ , etc. ' In the

investigation of the three-body physics it is evident that

it is, at least, of great heuristic value to treat this
3)

problem in context of resonance dominance. The validity

of this kind of treatment; can be substantially augmented

by the inclusion of an explicit ^statement of the meaning

of resonance dominance in the language of the Hilbert-

Cchmidt (HE) expansion of two-body amplitude t In such

a way the cechod assumes an exact quantitative meaning

and can be applied for an arbitrary local interactions»

It is ruthor an essential feature for the numerical cal-

culations that the first few resonances introduce the main

contribution, at least, in the low-energy part of three-

nucleon spectrum.

The principle purpose of this paper is to apply an

analogous approach to the more difficult problem of four

nuclecns *. 'fie use the HS method to translate this prob-

lem into a cimple and clear form of the resonance-nucleon

' Го avoid any confusion note that below the term "reso-
nance will be understood to mean any pole of scattering
amplitude.no matter v/hecher it lies close to physical re-
gion or not. It includes, as a special case, the real or
virtual poies and Breit-'A'igner resonances.

* For the discussions of the four-body equations see

refe. '̂; see also various references mentioned in



sad resonance-resonance scattering. Ihen we introduce the

graphical representation of the obtained equations which

in the generalization of the usual nonrelativistic time

ordered diagram technique. 'Jhis technique allows also the

generalization for an arbitrary number of particles. The

importL.it advantage of our method is the fact that the

connection can be easily established between the resonance

amplitudes and those for the physical processes in four-

body system. Tnis connection can be found, without any dif-

ficulty because the physical amplitudes are the coeffici-

ents at the energy-plane singularities of the total four-

body T-matrix which are extracted in an explicit form

within the framework of Hb-method.

In practice the numoer of resonances has to be res-

tricted again. The numerical experience of the solution

of iiuch equations is not yet large, however, the calcula-

tions of the bound states of 4ie based on this method
 | 1

^

show that an account of the first few resonances yields a

good accuracy.

The НЕ expansion has a direct relation with eigen

problem for the kernel of the dynamical equation for the

scattering amplitude. In the case of two particles the

:;.Vi,t i
 ч
.. tier; is the L.lppsian-Schwinger one. In this

,.ae the eigenvalues properties have been discussed by

•lawinger ' in the course o£ Ше proof of Вагцтап unequa-

. .fcyj a more detailed consideration has been given by

Vte-aberg^'' to iaprove the convergence of the Born series.

:?he possibility of using of the HS expansion for the nu-

me?ical studies of the three-body equations was first

sygersted by Faddeev^. This possibility based on the



fact that under replacement of the every two-body state

by the corresponding НЙ resonances the three-body problee

assumes the two-body form has been discussed intensively

in the literature'^. The resonance expansion for the three»

body amplitudes has been considered in ref. •" and used

for the numerical study of the four-body equations in refs.

12,13)
t
 Recently the formalisms of ref.

1
^ has been used

in the course of the consideration of the uaitarity con-

ditions in the three-body system К

In Section 2 we consider briefly an application of

the method for the two-body amplitudes (for an exhausive

discussion see refs.^'
6
'
8
»^'

1
'''. Here we shall not enter

into the details but content ourselves with the development

of the formalisme. Our discussion is deliberately over-

simplified for the sake of compactness and easy to under-

stand. In this Section we also show how this technique can

be applied for the 3*1 and 2*2 amplitudes * * " which are

the kernels of the four-body equations and introduce the

definition of the 5«1 and 2x2 HE resonances. These reso-

nances which we shall refer as 8- and &- resonances

correapondingly differ from the two-body ones ( S- reso-

nances) by the appearance in addition to the "physical"

states of the "ghost" resonances which do not correspond

to the true poles of the amplitude. Formally, the "ghost"

states appear in all the 3*1 and 2x2 amplitudes but they

disappear in all the expressions of physical meaning if

the effects of symmetrization for identical particles are

taken into consideration in an explicit form.

Section > contains the principle result of this

paper. It is shown in this Section how the four-body problee



can be expressed in termt of scatteririg amplitudes for

5?d and 2*2 resonances. Our derivation of the equations

тГзг the resonance scattering is based on the variant of

four-body integral equations suggested by YaiaiDovsfĉ r ^

which leads to the simplest relations between the гево-

лапсе amplitudes.

Рог the sake of simplicity we consider in this paper

only the «-wave pair interactions. iVe also account for

only 1=0 three-body conri^-urations. Theae restrictions

allow ua to avoid inessential alterations related with

the angular momentum decomposition in the four-body equa-

tions. Next we do not consider an account of the spin-

isospin dependence of nucleon-nucleon interactions which

can be easily done by the procedure or ref.
 y

 Below the

unite with h=2m=1 arc used, the Jacobi relative momenta

for 3sd and 2*-2 confii-jurations a=(ijk)(l), b=(ij)(kl) are

and we specialise our discussion to the barycentric

coordinate frame ac ^hat fa*? total momentum

vanisheso In four-body processes under consideration the

initial and the final stater; belong to the two-body ones
p

(JW?, DD) with the positive parity л =+1.



2. Definitions of fwO-МД fflttee-Body Resonances.

Preliminarily to the principle discussion of this pa-

per we shall give a brief sketch of HS method as applied

to two-body amplitudes as well as to 5*1 and 2x2 ones.

It is our purpose here to define our notational usage

precisely and to discuss those aspects of the method which

we will use in our subsequent development.

1. iffe begin with a case of two-body off-shell ampli-

tude. The reoonaace expansion of this amplitude which

follows by performing of HS method, i.e. a resolvent ex-

panaion of the Lippman-Schwinger equacion^has the form
 J

"•* (2.1)

where ЯтО*»*) â
0
- <̂ m (*) are the eigenfunctions and

the eigenvalues of the homogeneous equation corresponding

to the Lippman-Schwinger one:

If the potential in eq.(2.2) ia a central one the

eigenvalues are aplitted by the angular momentum quantum

number 1 .

However, the assumption that "V" be a central potenti-

al will not play much of a role in our subsequent discus-

sion; we could equally well imagine V to be a tensor,

' In this uubaection the symbol Я denotes the two-body
energy parameter. Notice, that we do' not write the angular
momentum quantum number 1 in eq.(2.1) and below explicitly.



apin-orbit, etc., potential, in the latter case reso-

nance expansion may be applied to diagonal states of E-

mafcrix: 1 £ o , ' s ^ u , , etc.

The eigen£unctione gmQc;z) are orthogonal v/ith the

weight function (z-k ) , the orthonormality condition

for gm(k;z) reads:

J ^ ( P
Notice that this condition does not contain the complex

conjugation. The sign (-} in ec. (2,35) is choaen so that

in 6ho energy range uclow the branch point the functions

g (it{a) «hould be real. The weight X'unction (%-&}'*•

arises from the fact that the kernel of eq.(2.2) is not

symmetrical but may be reduced to a symmetrical form, the

weight function being the propagabor of the free parti-

cles.

It ic worth noting that if the potential » i s n ot

too singular the Lippman-.chwinger equation has the ma-

thematical properties such that the standard Fredholm the-

ory can be applied . Next, since the potential v is

symnetrical, the kernel of the Lippman-i.-:chwinger equation

;..„ reiuc.;. to i;'̂  ^u^e-iIcal form. At last, this equa-

tion is an еср'агхсп of tlie %
s;olvent type. The above cir-

zv-.+ntaiiaes таке .It pot.. лЪ.и> ;:.. apply Che HS method to the

•uippQan-̂ oiivvinger equation. 'Jhey also hold i"or the more

complex aany-bo&y equaciono. Specifically, the Fredholm

properties of the lliree-body e^uawionr, have been proved

«1 „
" ;be iora:..i uii ' i icultiei arise when the ent̂ -gy parame-

ter z takes thfc positive value, ho7^ever, these trouble?
- ' • poly apiiarerf and not real (see, Tor example, Kew~
-•" 4 h 9 }



PigИ. The resonance expansion for tine two-body

amplitudes.

Xhe expression (2.1) has a direct physical meaning.

It shows that the two-bod; amplitude may be represented

in the form of the sum of some number (generally speaking,

infinite) of resonances*^ (see Fig.1). We shall denote

these resonances by the symbol' S ^ to distinguish them

from the many-particle 3x1 and 2*2 resonances. It is clear

that the eigenfunction g^(k;z) may be interpreted as the

vertex part for the decay S ^ , ^ 2N; similarly d^z) is

the propagator of the resonance ^ . Notice that the

same function s_(k;z) describes both the transitions

<£m,"*2H and 2N -^o^, (as in eq.(2.5), the complex conju-

gation does not appear). To avoid аду confusions we empha-

size that this statement holds only the "radial" part

of the vertex function which just enters in the resonance

expansion of she partial amplitude, insofar as the angular

parts are concerned, they are complex conjugated* of

course.

) In the case when some pole lies close to the physical
region the contribution of the corresponding term in eq.
(2.1) haa the Breit-Wigner form, the contribution of the
other poles being corresponded to the potential background.
However, it is well to emphasize that the dominance of the
first HS pole can have a more general meaning than the
usual pole dominance. Specifically, the first HS pole can
dominate in a wide energy range which is extremely distant
from z

1
. For the convergence of the resonance expansion

for the Ж scattering see ret.
2
®'



The position г
ш
 of the two-body resonances is defined

by the pole of the propagator d_, i.e. by the equation

A
m
,(z

m
)«1. We shall assume that there is the only*bound

state with the energy î  a £. < 0, while the other poles

lie on the second Riemana sheet. The connection between

the deuteron wave function yfg (к) and the vertex part

follows from (2.1), It reads

'̂e turn now to the consideration of the 3«1 and 2st2

amplitudes which are the kernels of the four-body equa-

tions. On utilizing eq.(2.1) we can replace the every

two-body state by the corresponding HS resonances, after

this we obtain the many-channel two^bcdy problem. We be-

gin with the 5*1 amplitudes which axe merely the three-body

amplitudes y\^ (s) [ CL= (yb)(£)t лес
 are tiie

 pairs

of particles in the initial and the final states*'5*Z~fJ.

2. The connected tiiree-body ajuplilmdes (A ̂ °^

are defined by the set of equations

In a system of identical particle* these amplitudes are

expressed in terms of two functions: Д/ _ д̂  M - M9
X

On utilizing eii.(2.1) we write M ^ in the form

' From now on and below z is, iu contrast to subsection
2.1» the four-body energy



The expansion for the connected part of the transition

amplitude 3-»3 is shown graphically in Pig.2 where

the summation is carried out over different pairs of

particles in the final and initial states and over dif-

ferent two-body resonances 0,̂ ,' i o
m
 .

Pig.2. Definition of amplitudes w

The amplitudes w^ - , w^ ' have the meaning of the ampli-

tudes for о -resonance-nucleon scattering. Since

resonance can give rise one into another, the quantities

w- ' ' are the matrices with respect to the resonance

indeces m ,ms the amplitudes w_,' correspond to the

transitions e?
m
 =>8rr\' and the amplitudes *С?

т
 corres-

pond to the transitions o
m
 ^o^j', ft^o< • In other words

the aeplitudes w 2i
m
 describe direct scattering while

w
m'm ^ s

0
^

0 6 t i i e
 exchange one.

The three-body equations relate the amplitudes w
4
 '

and w
4
 ' themselves. Por identical particles, indeed, on-

ly combination w = «Л •*+ 2w ' has a direct physical

meaning, while the second linear combination w& = w' '»

- w
v y
 cannot be measured. Prom the formal point of view

the introduction of amplitudes w and w
s
 corresponds to

the diagonalization of the three-body equations; the

last ones being split into two nonconnected sets contai-

ning either w or w&. A set of equations for the ampli-

tudes *
m
r

m
 bas the form:

11



V о

^VaP'* * £ " * , (2'6c)

Pig.J. The integral equation for the amplitude

"m'm *

We can give the diagram representation o£ eqs.(2.6) as

shown in Pig.3« The Born diaeram in Fig.3 coi-responds to

the potential vm,m in eq. (2.6b) which is expressed in

terms of the vertex parts for the transitions $„,**2Й"

&л£ the energy denominator corresponding to the vertical

dotted lino I, £ha intermediate state "resonance+nucleon"

ijori'espw.KJi- ct; thfi propagator of &m -resonance. The

appearance ox factor 2 in --q,(2.6a) merely reflects the

fact that there are two ехс.Ъал$е diagrams corresponding

to the two different resonances o
m
/ , Jb+ol in the final

atate* Ihe integration in eq,(2.b
a
) is taken over the

three momentum of virtual nucleon. In addition to integra-

tion a summation is carried out over the indices m

which denote the different dL,-resonances in the intsr-

mediate state. The potential in eq.(2.6Ъ) is refferred

12



to the cas.3 of s-wave scattering, for 1/0 the aaaerator

of integrand contains the Lagendre polinom p^(k). An equ-

avion for *
s
 can be obtained in a similar manner; in a

matrix form this equation reads:

Since the equations for the amplitudes w and ifi

have the resolvent form again, we can apply the HS theory

for these amplitudes. Let us define the vertex*parts

w
m;n^

p ; s ) = w
n;m^

PJS
^

 f o r t h e

by the eigenvalue -dquatioa:

**

then tha resonance expansion of threo-body amplitudes

(̂ ee Pig.A-) has the form

(2.8)

The expression (2.8) is correct for any amplitude ir,w®,

УЛ ' and w^ \ in every case this expansion contains the

same vertex parts but the propagators are, correspondingly!

Н _ — —— I г ч/—, j _

л Су . , - 4- э/ п 2- а — * / п ^ — '/ Д«" f2«c
^ л Ч */з 0л + /3 fliT, ^ &0л ~ /л ©„, W -

т
___________
' Below we shall refer the three-body resonances as

resonances*

13



Fig.4. Ihe ES expansion of the amplitudes for

the 3 -resonance-nucleon scattering

The resonance expansion for fche amplitude *r formal-

lj loincides with that for the two-body case; specifical-

ly, the poles s
n
 of this amplitude are satisfied by an

equation 0n,(S*.)*4. that coincides with the bound states

or resonances in the three-body system. We shall assume

that the latter has only one bound state, thus, the pole

a
1
 ж iSj < О lies at real negative axis and the other

poles lie at the second Rieman sheet. On the contrary, the

poles s
Q
 of w

s
 do not correspond to the resonance states

of the three-body system (they are satisfied by an equa-

tion On, (s*)*~Z)% these poles can. be referred as "ghost"

states.

Hhus, we aee that there exists the only one "physi-

cal" resonance - Q -resonance with the propagator в 0%)

while ctie resonance 8~ corresponds to the "ghost" state.

Ls regards the resonance Q and в , they are a

superposition of the "physical" «pfl the "ghost" states.

3ofc ail oi chese resonances, in fact, appear in the ampli-

: iu? of p-tŷ ical sealing* 2\~i condition of the particle

identity means that the amplifeuda for the resonance-par-

•'. ~*,e scattering muat be cuaacei over all pairs of parti-

•tl&e entering in fche resonance in the final state. In re-

-o'jl*;, a contribution of tae "ghosts" cancels out in the

s/smetrical combination and the answer is expressed through

ths only Q -resonances. Thus, the identity condition

H



impoeed on the three-body amplitudes guarantees that; all

the physical quantities are independent on the "ghost"

states.

We now define the vertex parts Рц, for the transi-

tion 9^,4^ ЗА/ which are needed for our subsequent

development. Since we do not consider the three-body for-

ces, this vertex part is represented by the sum of dia-

grams describing the successive transitions О^О

i.e.

(2.10a)

where

s

The function Г
п
 is not changed when the Jacobi rela-

tive momenta are interchanged. la eq.(2.10b) we have ta-

ken the s-wave 0 -resonances only, which are onljr ac-

counted in our subsequent analysis of the four-body equa-

tions. The definition of the vertex part for an arbitrary

1 can. be made in a similar manner* The vertex part Ц

«I* 5= Ey coincides with accuracy, after normalization,

with the triton wave function

(2.11)

In conclusion we note that the anplituds for HD

scattering can be eatprassed tnrough the anplitude wf^

15



(2.12)

where the additional factor \fifc is caused by the dif-

ference of Jacobi momentum p lo eg.. (1.1) from the nuc-

leon momenttun in the baricentric coordinate frame* It

should be emphasized that the knowledge of the off-shell

amplitudes »д,
т
 enables us to determine the amplitudes ©

of all the processes in the three-body system. As an ex-

ample, we give the expression for the amplitude of deute-

ron break-up:

for the subsequent discussion about the HS method in the

three-body system see ref. '

3* The analogous procedure can be easily dose for

the 2*2 amplitudes, as well* The connected parts of these

amplitudes are satisfied by the operator equations:

J

where /&,« =12,34-; 13,24; 14,23. On utilizing the re-

sonance representation for the two-body amplitudes we get

•{ (2.14)



where s »2-9£ » the indices 1,2 are referred to the diago-

nal ( d=Q> ) and nondiagonal ( U£jb ) amplitudes. On

separating in this way the vertex parts for the transi-

tions 8*>Z)f we come to the blocks •£}£ , vn?n which

correspond to the transitions o m +9)4" «• 5 ч

(see Pig,5)

Pig.5. The definition of the amplitudes

Notice that Fig.5 contains the nonconriected diagrams

in which the £ -resonance does not interact with the

remaining nucleons. This fact is marked by the wavy lines

inside the blocks representing v^ ' and v^ *, !Ehe subse-

quent computations are analogous to those of the previous

subsection. Let us fora the two linear combinations:

We can write the equations for these amplitudes in tht

form of eq.(2.6) by making the substitution ZVrfn

(the plus or minus sign pertains to the cases v' ' or

where

tT



«.,„
Let us define the «igenfunctionc v

m
.

n
 (p;s) = ̂

n
.

m
(p»s)

and the eigenvalues: ^ ^ (s) by the equation analogous

to (2.?a) (in wliich the replacement Zv^, —> u ^ , can

be mf.de) with the ortnonormality condition (2.7b). Then

the resonance expansion for the amplitudes v* and v® 13

of the form:

< ъ
s
) = Z

and formally coincides with eq.(2.8). Notice that 1»

^-^(s-SEjjVand, in general, ̂ n-Cs-^^n.)^where z
n

are the resonance levels in the two-body system) , there-

fore the amplitudes tr have a pole at the point s=2b'
D

corresponding to the double deuteron energy, while the

amplitudes w& have not such a pole. In this sense we can

again, refer the resonance stages Д ac the physical

states and the resonance states Д«" as the "ghosts".

the graphical interpretation of these results

tes iu *hicii two ^-resonances aretwit

present as a oae resonasca -v:" ч;Ь the propagator A or
q

l\ ал<1. refsr to thi:: i-'•. t • .y trie Д -resonance.

1Б



More precisely, by this we mean the following. The vertex

part for the transition W & Q +2ВГ (i.e. the transition

2N <j^ 8 in the presence of the free nucleons) is ex-

pressed in terms of the two-body vertex part Sm «At

the same cime, the vertex part for the transition

o+^KV^d+S^*
6
*
 t b e

 transition 2N 4^J in the presence

of S -resonance is not reduced to g
m
)« Рог this ver-

tex we introduce a new vertex part (more precisely, an

infinite number of the vertex parts) *_._ = v^-m which

describes the transition £щ+2К<^Д„ • On using such an

interpretation we can handle in a uniform manner the

and 2x2 amplitudes entering in the four-body integral

equations.

In coneludion we introduce the functions

The functions П * have the meaning of the vertex parts

for the transitions Д
Л
4^.?^+2АГ which are symmetrized

in two pairs of particles. They are satisfied by an equa-

tion

It can be easily checked that in accordance with the

spectral representation of the amplitudes N,



where s^ = 2Ер, Vj) is the deuteror. wave function.

3. The four-body equations in terms of the scattering

amplitudes fo*r the 6- and Д- resonances.

We now proceed to investigate the four-body problem.

Let a,a'...oe the different subsystems of the type

(ijk)(l) and b,b'... be the different subsystems of iSie

type (ijK^l) in the four-body oyttem. The connected part

T of ^he scattering saplicude 4 -> 4 may be represented

as follows:

^ (5.1)

where the ьшв;; arc taken over the different two-body di-

visions a,a',b,b' ar-d over all the pairs ^o(', ft u'of par-

cicies entering in a given division. The integral equa-

aijns for these amplitudes are split into two groups of

equations, the first ox' which relates the amplitudes

T ' and T '
 4

 and the second relates the

amplitudes 1!
 p
 '-' and I 'Г .

Let us consider the first group of equations. Below

we use a variant of integral equations suggested by Ya-

lcubovsky , these equations are given explicitly in

Appendix A.

In a system of four identical particles the aaplitu-

aes T ' are expressed in terms of seven functions

A^ and the amplitudes T
J
 * are expressed in terms of

four functions B
x
 . A definition of the amplitudes A

A
 and

В
±
 is given in Table 1»

20



Table 1. Definition of independent amplitudes.

Block of four-
jbody scattering

Independent
amplitude

A,

A a

i' А * ч

A 6

i A^

B*

B a

Эз

Examples

>

The primeoLand unprimed indices on the block of the
i'our-bodj scattering in the f iret column of the_ Table are
assumed to be different; the indices об and ja mean the
pairs complemeDtary to oL and ̂  respectively, In the co-
lumn "Examples" we write for the sake of breavity ij,i;jk
instead of (ij) £(.ГЗЮ(.1$ and i.j,!cl instead of (ij)

*^ The amplitudes A^ and A,- differ in the fact that the
pairs otf" and cwf have a common particle in the first case
and have no оде in the second case*

21



We can separate the contribution of the S resonances and

the 0- or 4- resonances in the initial and the final

states in the amplitudes A^ and B^. Thus, the scattering

r
process is divided into the ouccessive transitions:

the amplitudes A
i

and

t h e
 amplitudes B

±

In tile first зСаце we obtain the amplitudes A
m m
 and B?

 m
 '

which describe the transitions in the three-body system

"resonance+two nuolecna". The kernels of equations for

taeee amplitudes are expreuaed in terms of the quantities

w and v , which have been introduced in fche previous

Section. For separating $- or Д- resonances in the

initial and the i'inal states we can иье the H£ expansion

for the amplitudes w and v , in result we obtain the am-

plitudes &., and B. which describe the transi-

tions G^+Y^Qrt'+lf' an<i S^N^A*' » However, before

diccusaing the expansion of such a icind we shall make two

following r^marics.

The first of th«Q concerns the orbital angular mo-

mentum decomposition in the four-body system. The ampli-

tudes лг and v s
 contain s-waves only, because we have ta-

ken s-wave two-body forces. On the contrai-y, the amplitu-

des w and w^ contain all the partial waves.

' To avoid iiitroduoing a new symbol we are not using
different notations for the blocks (for example,.АЛ of
the four-body scattering and the blocks i\f

 m
, A./™ of

the quasi three- and two-body scattering. In accordance
with the convention adopted in Section 2, the $— resonances
are numbered by the indices m,m' while the Q- and Д -re-
sonances are numbered by the indices n,n*.



Accounting of this circumstance would lead to the fact

that the every equation for the amplitude A
i
 must be re-

placed by an infinite set of equations describing various

relative orbital states of 6 -resonance and nucieon.

JSven though such an angular momentum decomposition could

be easily done it would complicate our consideration with-

out any gain in clarity. Therefore we shall assume for

the sake of simplicity that only the s-wave в -resonance-

nucleon atate will give the main contribution in the scat-

tering. This corresponds to the fact that we account only

for the 1=0 partial wave in the amplitudes w
ffl
,
m
 and the

remaining partial waves are being neglected. In this case

the angular decomposition analysis in the four-body sys-

tem can be carried out trivially*

i'he second remark has more importance for our discus-

sion. It appears that it is' not convenient to separate

the 6- and Д- resonances in the amplitudes A. and B.

directly. This is associated with the fact that, for exam-

ple, every amplitude A^ contains the transitions

e*e
i.e. all kinds of transitions between the physical and

ghost states. An analogousl assertion is obviously valid

for the amplitudes В., describing the transitions ©=^Д .

The appearance of the ghost resonances in the initial

and final states introduces some complications in the con-

sideration of our problem. Moreover, it is obvious that

the consideration of the ghost states becomes unnecessary

because these states give no contributions in the ampli-

tudes of the real physical processes. The above deficien-

cy can be eliminated by introducing linear combinations



Д^ , В. of the old amplitudes A^, B^. These new amplitudes

nave the property that, as ahown in Table 2, tney contain

only "pure" resonances in the initial and the final states -
r

either physical or ghost.

It is convenient to write an explicit form of the
A A

resonance expansion for A^ and B^ on using the vertex

parts f^(k,p;s) and Пп.С£,р
(
8) which have been defined

о
in Section 2, eqs.(2.10b), (2.16). With these functions the

following expansion holds

пп / (5*2)

(5.3)

/.'here s=z-q , s'=z-q and the ev<=ry propagator

has marks f ,g accordiris to ?able 2. The sumraing over the

P rssone.uces is included in the functions f*
n
 and ^ц,

Ся uaing then the four-body integral equations we may
A

obtain a set с.;.' eleven e.- jariobs for the amplitudes A-

sz>.d B^ (see Appendix A). However, we are not in need to

consider all these equations because the amplitudes of

she two-body processes HT ^ №1 and NT я? DD in which we

are .interested are expressed with accuracy, after normali-

sation, with the only two amplitudes:
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A A A

7able_2. Definition of amplitudes А,В,С and

Amplitudes

A5 = А л - А а

A* =

As •

A* *

A^ - A«-As

Reactions

e

e l * e l
!, афл

A

c

' Рог the case 7̂  =+1

" ' For the case n& =-1

25



A*'*
1
 = If

 n

 +
А|'

В
 , B?'

n
 = i f

n
 with n'=n=1 (3.4)

(sew Appendix 2). Thus, of seven quantities A. and four
A

quantities B̂  only few have a physical meaning» On the

other hand, it can be easily shown that the equations for

A A

the amplitudes A and В do not contain the remaining quan—
Л А

tities A^ (i=2, ..., 7) and Ъ-^ (i=2,2,4) which correspond

to the ghost states in the initial and the final configura-

tions. Therefore we may restricted to a consideration of

the only two (from eleven) equations which read:

C5.5)

b
5

where

(3.8)
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The expression for the potential X cUinVains only the

6 -resonance vertex part with angular momentum 1=0.

This fact is a result of our restriction to the s-wavre

three-body configurations. Aa a result, the angular mo-

mentum decomposition in eq.(3.4), (3.5) having been dealt

with, the only replacements

-4

HV * ** J
-i

0

can be made. The necessary modifications in the angular

momentum decomposition which arise from including the

p-, d-, etc., 6 -resonances may be easily done.

The important thing to note is that the Born term

X11 in. the equation for the NT — • NT amplitude differs

sufficiently from that customary used in the course of

the modified phase shift analysis ' or the calculations

based on dispersion relations . The main difference is

in the fact that the term X includes the exchange cont-

ribution of all the (J. -resonances but only Q' -reso-

nance corresponding to the deuteron. Thereby, a possibi-

lity arises to account of the exchange contribution ot

the continuous spectrum which within the usual approach is

of certain difficulties. Insofar as the pole approximation
11

in X is concerned, that corresponds to the passing on

27



the energy shell and taking the residue at the pole of

the propagator of S^ -resonance, it leads to Yukava po-

tential with the radius decreasing as the square root

when the energy increases.

ft fa' »
•У j >

Mg. 6. The integral equations for the amplitudes A

'.?e now consider ths second group of equations for tae
•v sin . &*

T/****7" a»d T "*'' .In this case it is

^ i b l e to have only the four different aQplitudes Ĉ  and

three aopiitudes D^ (aee Table 1)>

The separation of the 8* or A- resonances may be

s&rried out by Ubing aquatioris analogous to eqs.(5.2),

K:>5)- Sb.ec we obtain uhe amplitudes G
i
 and D̂  which



describe the transitions Ащ,^в
л
и-У and A^^A*' • It

л
is convenient again î> introduce a new amplitudes C^ and
л л

Q
i t
 the physical meaning of which is analogous to A

i
 and

В. (see Table 2). However, for the practical purposes it

is sufficient to consider only two amplitudes C
n n
=C

a n

and i, aT)"*
1
 which describe the transitions between

the physical 9 and A resonances (for the amplitudes

л

D it is valid only for the states with the positive pari-
j?

ty 7 =+
1
 which are the only relevant ones for us) and

are simply related with Che amplitudes of the reactions

DD • NT and DD * CD (see Appendix B). The desired set

of equations has a form:

(3.9)
3 я

The equations (J.6), (3.7) and O.9)» О . Ю ) are the

principle result of this work. A graphical representation

of eqs.G.9),O.10) is shown in Pig.7.

Notice that the obtained equations may be written

symbolically as follows



п.

с = Y

t Б)'1'
п.

Ь

/V

rut =*7 ,̂

! 4 S .
.+.csvs -for

С Г !
П П



where all the quantities are the matrices with respect

to the indices n,n*, the matrices & and Д being

diagonal and the index T denotes the transposed matrix.

The equation О.11) has again the resolvent form, there-

fore, the HS method may be applied to this equation, as
л

well. As a result, we discover that the amplitudes A and
л АЛ

В, on the one hand, and the amplitudes С and D, on the

other hand, are closely associated one with the other

despite the fact that they are satisfied by the diffe-

rent, at first sight, equations* Specifically, the ampli-

tudes С and D are transposed to each other in accordance

with the symmetry property under time reversal. Notice

that the homogeneous set of equations corresponding to

(3.11) has been considered in refs. • *' in the course

of the numerical calculations of bound states of He.

A detail consideration of the resonance expansion for

the four body amplitudes will be given in a separate pa-

per which will be devoted to the calculation of the re-

duced widths for the virtual decays Tie —^I+N and
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Appendix A. §liSi2ar2_2f_forouJ.ae_havin5_to_do_with

In this Appendix we shall write explicitly the four-

body integral equations which we have used in Section 3

but which we have not derived in the body of this paper.

As it was mentioned, the four-body equations are divided

into the two groups, one of which relates the amplitudes

T * and T? while the second relates

the amplitudes T
 r

 and T
 J

 .He write these

equations in the operator form:

(A.i)

*; <r о ,



from (A.1) and (A.2} one can easily obtain & set of equ-

ations for the amplitudes A^/S Â (k',P'»<l'» »̂Р»2.» z)J ,

B
i f
 0^ and H^ which, have been defined in Table 1. The de-

sired set may be symbolically represented as follows:

* * {WzGt *(м,+Мя)б.^

h.

where 1<
1
.2>, n<

1
'

2
\ n«

1
«

2
>, o<

1
'

2
>, p(

1
'

2
> and r^'

2
>

are the 7x7, 7x4, 4x7, 4tff, *x5 and 5x4- matrices which

nonvanishing elements are written in Table 5. In eq.(A.?),

(A.4) the quantities A^
Q
, B

i 0
 and C

i o
 are free termsг

А
/о
 = А

з д
=0, А » -

, B30- ^
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<А.б)

where the mark *v denotes the connected amplitudes.

The quantities 1Ю-А, MGr
Q
B and № L in eqs.(A*3) mean the

integrals of the form:

Л)
3
 j {м « М [Й-АЗ;

respectively, where

. sis; (A.9)
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Ihe quantities UG
Q
C, MG

Q
D and NG

Q
C in eqs.(A.5) have the

same form as MG A, MG В and NG
Q
A eqs.(A.7) with the sub-

stitutions A —» С, В —»>• D. The free terms k^ and B. in

eqa.(A.5) are obtained by making the substitutions:

м

The free terms G
i
 in (.A.6) are obtained in a

"io

manner.

Next we consider the equations for the scattering am-
rn'm

plitudes in a system "resonance* two nucleons"

A?
 m
 (p' ,fl' 5P»£i;z), В? ш

 , С?
 m
 and D?

 m
 where

example, the amplitudes A?
 m
 are defined through

On introducing the definition on these amplitudes into

eqs.(Ao), (A.4) and subutitubing the гз^опапсе expansions

for М„ ~ and N^ о we obtain the sum of the integrals

o(
s
<" which may be evaluated in an explicit form. On

introducing into the equations for the amplitudes X,

В
±
 tne new variables ^ I c ' - ) i 9 ^ ^b*

w) rewrite this sum in the form:
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.11J

where 7 is defined by eq.(2.4b) and the equality is due

to the equation transposed to (2.3).

In the equations for B. and D. we obtain immediately

(A.12)

(*>0
(U is defined by eq. (2.15))which is equal to

So, the equations for the amplitudes A^, B
i f

р
А
 can be easily obtained from (A.3), (A.4)$ for this in

the latter it is quite enough to make a formal substitu-

tion: 2M
l
^i*r/ , (м,+м*)»$.иГ, Xi^ + vr^K G

o

As a result ке have:

i() i У .6).
 л
 « )"»'m

.13)
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In eqs.CA.-tj), (Д.14) the free terms are equal to

(АИ5)

W J
 f

 4*, = L
 Ш
 • «/• ̂ У ;

The meaning of the operator equations in

is as follows

l/s J

(A.17)

(A.18)
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As regards the operator expressions in eqs.(A.13),(A*14)

they nave the form (A.17), (A.18), respectively, with the

replacements

The free terms (A.15)> (A.16) eve obtained from (A.17) by

making the substitutions

&.*; * Д; О * * .л. (̂
It can be easily seen that the general structure of L ,

B., G. and D^ is of the form

In other words these amplitudes describe the transitions

in which both physical and ghost resonances are present

in the final and initial states. In result each of the

amplitudes A± (B
i
,0

i
, D ^ gives the contribution in the

amplitude of the two-body reaction NT —> NT (NT -> DD,

DD ~*Na?, DD ~*DD). Therefore, it is convenient to



introduce their linear combinations jL , B^, C,, 0^ which.

have the properties that they contain only the "pure" re-

sonances in the initial and the final states - either

physical or ghost (see Table 2). Only the amplitudes A-,

A-, B..,C,j and D̂  give the contribution to the amplitudes

of the two-body reactions (these amplitudes correspond to

the transitions 6* * Q
n
> , 6

w
*A

ft
» , d * * #/»' and d

The equations for these amplitudes are of the form

A, - w*-d

А
г
 - Л и г * + »••<!• (A\+V»A,-V»A\,)

J /» a t/ Ч ^ (А.19)

*• d • c,

Notice that the equations for the amplitudes B̂  and D,.

do not contain another amplitudes which correspond to the

ghost atates. A similar statement holds for the amplitudes

АгД^+А-, С, as well (the nonpkysical amplitudes A^ and B
2

cancel out in the right hand part of equation for AsA^+Ap)*

On the other hand, as ̂ hown in Appendix B, the amplitudes

A,B^, Gy. and D̂j are precisely just those v/hich contain

the amplitudes of the real two-body reactions. Therefore,

we may restrict ourselves to a consideration of only two
А Л

(from eleven) equations for the amplitudes A and 3, and
•Ч А

of two (from seven) equations for the amplitudes C, and D
(
.

At last, on utilizing the resonance expansion for the

amplitudes uT and if we may extract the amplitudes A,B,C

and D, the equation from which can Ъе easily obtained from

(A.19),(A.2O) and has the form (J.5),(3.11).
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Aggendix В. Comments Concerning the Physical Interpretatioa

of the .Resonance Amplitudes

In this Appendix we shall show how the amplitudes

of toe two-body reactions may be directly expressed in
A A A A

terms of the quantities A,fl,C and D introduced in Sec-

tion 3.

The amplitudes of the physical processes

in the four-body system are expressed in terms of the

residues at the poles corresponding to triton or two

deuterons. The pole terms in the four-body amplitude T

have the form

where i-j-(.
a
), Чд>^ '

 а г е t a e
 vertex parts which are de-

fined by the equations (2.11) and (2.18). To relate the

functions f, g and h with the amplitudes A,B,C and D which

have been introduced in Section J, let us calculate the

•1



blocks ? a ' ' a С - Z 7**° ; - в ), * b ' a , * a;b

? '« b . И ban *«

{ Уз A™ Cv.*;»), «'*<

CB.3)

a'a

•waers Г^ (л^а,} atid П„ C'i^i) ^ e tb.e vertex parts for

the decays Q^ «•ЗА/ and Д^^^У+^Л/definfd Ъу &}.3 -:^и

C2.10) -and (2.1n) and the d i t s denote the trtrms with

б*" or д * which do net сод!:а1п thrf T or DD poles .

These poles are contained in the propagators £>, and

near the pole the last ones have the form

<

S с

It follows from (B,4) and the relationships between f\ ff

and Г т , Г,^ as well, (eqs.(2.11), (2.18)), that
A, a s a



?rom (B.5) we easily obtain the expressions for all the

amplitudes of the reactions (B.1). These expressions are

written in Table 4, where q
if
 q

f
 (г

±
, r

f
) are the asym-

ptotic momenta in the system NT (DD). The appearance of

the factors -J= and ~ in the egressions for the

amplitudes of direct and opposite reactions HTs^DD

corresponding to the symmetrization of the states contal»-

ing identical particles
 JJ

ТаЬ1е_4
л

/У i д ^ /j / /

7} 7} >i. л/Т
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